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HTML & XHTML : The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000

	HTML is changing so fast it's almost impossible to keep up with developments. XHTML is HTML 4.0 rewritten in XML; it provides the precision of XML while retaining the flexibility of HTML. HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 4th Edition, brings it all together. It's the most comprehensive book available on HTML and XHTML...
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Security and Usability: Designing Secure Systems That People Can UseO'Reilly, 2005
Human factors and usability issues have traditionally played a limited role in security research and secure systems development. Security experts have largely ignored usability issues--both because they often failed to recognize the importance of human factors and because they lacked the expertise to address them.
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Rippling: Meta-Level Guidance for Mathematical ReasoningCambridge University Press, 2005
    The automation of mathematical reasoning has been an important topic of research almost since computers were invented. The new technique of rippling, described here for the first time in book form, is designed to be an approach to mathematical reasoning that takes into account ideas of heuristics and searching. Rippling addresses...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
The PHP language and PostgreSQL database server have long offered an ideal blend of practicality and power for both the novice and experienced programmer alike. Yet the continued evolution of both technologies makes them better suited to drive enterprise-class applications than ever before. In Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From...
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Programming Video Games for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008
IF EVIL'S YOUR NAME,   THEN THESE ARE YOUR GAMES!
Always wanted to be a genius game creator? This Evil Genius guide  goes far beyond a typical programming class or text to reveal insider tips for breaking the rules and constructing wickedly fun games that you can tweak and customize to suit your needs!    

In...
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Building Embedded Linux SystemsO'Reilly, 2008
There's a great deal of excitement surrounding the use of Linux in embedded systems -- for everything from cell phones to car ABS systems and water-filtration plants -- but not a lot of practical information. Building Embedded Linux Systems offers an in-depth, hard-core guide to putting together embedded systems based on Linux. 
  ...
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Advanced Error Control Techniques for Data Storage SystemsCRC Press, 2005
With the massive amount of data produced and stored each year, reliable storage and retrieval of information is more crucial than ever. Robust coding and decoding techniques are critical for correcting errors and maintaining data integrity. Comprising chapters thoughtfully selected from the highly popular Coding and Signal Processing for Magnetic...
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Wireless Quality of Service: Techniques, Standards, and Applications (Wireless Networks and Mobile Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2008
Focusing on an important and complicated topic in wireless network design, Wireless Quality of Service: Techniques, Standards, and Applications systematically addresses the quality-of-service (QoS) issues found in many types of popular wireless networks.
In each chapter, the book presents numerous QoS challenges encountered in...
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Control and Automation: International Conference, CA 2009, Held as Part of the Future Generation Information Technology ConferenceSpringer, 2010
As future generation information technology (FGIT) becomes specialized and fragmented, it is easy to lose sight that many topics in FGIT have common threads and, because of this, advances in one discipline may be transmitted to others. Presentation of recent results obtained in different disciplines encourages this interchange for the...
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A Kick in the Attitude: An Energizing Approach to Recharge your Team, Work, and LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	What Jumper Cables are to A Car Battery this Book is to YOUR Attitude


	"Good old fashioned advice on how to have a great attitude, delivered in a pithy andinteresting way."

	—Karen Leland, bestselling author of Watercooler Wisdom: How Smart People Prosper in the Face of Conflict, Pressure and...
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Fitness Made Simple: The Power to Change Your Body, The Power to Change Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Discover John Basedow's secrets for getting the body you've always wanted


	Fitness expert and media icon John Basedow's body-transforming plan is literally Fitness Made Simple. After trying just about every fitness fad and gimmick with little success, John developed this multidimensional approach that is...
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